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Abstract

A popular testbed for deep learning has been multimodal recognition of human activity or gesture involving diverse inputs like video, audio, skeletal pose and depth images. Deep learning architectures have excelled on such problems due to their ability to combine modality representations at different levels of nonlinear feature extraction. However, designing an optimal architecture in which to fuse such learned representations has largely been a non-trivial human engineering effort. We treat fusion structure optimization as a hyperparameter search and cast it as a discrete optimization problem under the Bayesian optimization framework. We propose two methods to compute structural similarities in the search space of tree-structured multimodal architectures, and demonstrate their effectiveness on two challenging multimodal human activity recognition problems.
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1. Introduction

With the increasing complexity of deep architectures (e.g. Szegedy et al., 2015; He et al., 2016) finding the right architecture and associated hyperparameters, in a process known as model search, has kept humans “in-the-loop.” A practitioner may train and evaluate models millions of times to find a set of hyperparameters that lead to optimal performance on a given dataset. Traditionally, the deep learning community has employed systematic search methods, such as grid search and random search (Bergstra and Bengio, 2012). In recent years, model-based search, and in particular, Bayesian Optimization (BO), has become the preferred technique in many deep learning applications (Shahriari et al., 2016).

It is common to apply BO to the search over various architectural hyperparameters (e.g. number of layers, number of hidden units per layer), but applying BO to search the space of complete network architectures is much more challenging. Modeling the space of network architectures as a discrete topological space is equivalent to making random choices between architectures during the BO procedure, where each architecture variant in the search space would be equally similar. Therefore, we must define some distance metric between architectures in order to exploit architectural similarities.
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